For bright young minds from diverse disciplines

A meeting place and launching platform for bright young minds with diverse interests, passions and backgrounds.
EPIcc’s three dimensions

**EPIcc Empowerment:** Multidisciplinary networking for inspiration and future resource network

- EPIcc provides world class training in advocacy, communication, innovation
- EPIcc provides unique environments of multidisciplinary settings to break barriers and foster inter-sectorial cooperation

**EPIcc Participation:** Societal challenges solved in collaboration

- Each EPIccenter will offer the opportunity to discuss concrete societal challenges – for the young emerging leaders to try and solve together, relying on their multidisciplinary skills, experiences and interests
- EPIccenters create interactive environments where young emerging leaders explore solutions to common problems together, but from their unique vantage points rooted in their passions and interests

**EPIcc Innovation:** Applying personal interests and heart-driven passions to some of the biggest challenges of human kind

- EPIccenters are idea incubators that serve as launching platforms for long-term collaborations beyond boarders of different disciplines
- Young emerging leaders learn to broaden their views beyond their respective fields of expertise – and are empowered to support one another in addressing common challenges
- EPIccenters provide creative approaches to exploring, finding and applying inter-sectorial solutions
Enter the EPIcc Sustainability Challenge!

The EPIcc Sustainability Challenge is your platform and your source of inspiration to tackle some of the world’s biggest problems – together with other bright young minds in a unique environment.

We bring together young emerging leaders from different backgrounds and with a diverse set of skills, ideas and visions for the future. We provide unique tools and capacity-building, with the help of some of the best experts and facilitators.

- Benefit from state of the art analysis of the world’s most pressing problems
- Sharpen your communication skills
- Learn how to transform your idea into action and motivating others to join
- Challenge yourself in exciting discussions with your peers
- Get inspired by outstanding experts in leadership, communications and advocacy
- Find creative solutions to some of the world’s biggest problems

Together we explore global problems that can only be solved through bold thinking, creative collaboration and inspiring team work. It’s fun. It’s epic.

Our formula for change:
Bring your ideas, skills and dreams
Use our training, tools and inspiration
Generate solutions – together
EPIcc day - 18 February 2017  Full day of input, challenges, creativity and growth

- We kick off the day of presentations, talks, group work and much more at 10.00 at Klara Södra Kyrkogatan 20, Stockholm. Our inspiring speakers will share their knowledge and insights. We will combine it with discussions and creative exercises. Vegan lunch is on us. We will wrap up at 16.00.

Language  English is oh yeah!

Participation fee  For free oh yeah!